
CARTOP CANOE/KAYAK VEHICLE LOADING BASICS by Roger Urbaniak 

Being able to cartop and then use a boat at a remote a location is a skill that has added immensely to my 
enjoyment of the outdoors. Finding a craft that I could load by myself and then discovering techniques 
that enabled me to safely load and transport my craft has kept me at my water sports throughout this 
length of time. I would like to share some of the knowledge and tricks that I use to help you get out on 
the water more often too.  You will find as I did, that if you are able to load your craft by yourself, you 
will get a lot more use out of it.  I will focus many suggestions on achieving this result. 

My primary craft for over 60 years has been an 18-foot 90 pound, Aerocraft, aluminum canoe.   The 
weight and length of the canoe scares most people from even trying to lift load themselves, but even 
with my average strength, I found that I could accomplish self -loading or even short distance portaging 
alone.  It is heavy hard work, but with my canoe’s incredible balance and design, it is doable.  To lift 
without wrenching my back, I need to get under the canoe, grab by the center carry bar with both 
hands, lifting the rear of the canoe first using both my arms and shoulders.  When I stand, I keep the 
front of the canoe touching the ground to reduce weight until my shoulders and legs can help with the 
lift.  As quickly as possible I rest the center bar on my shoulders, using just my finger tips to balance the 
canoe in a level position.  When I begin walking the canoe is on my shoulders and my fingers continue 
keep it level.  I have made videos plus taken photos to show the process in better detail.  When I get to 
my vehicle I simply tilt the canoe to slide over any edges until half the canoe is over them, then I free up 
a hand to push the rest of the way as I tilt my head to allow canoe to slide. Video shows better than 
words here.   Just know that it can be done and pay attention to the balance needed. 

Loading onto your vehicle’s roof rack assumes the following: You have looked at the height of the rack 
and compared it to your shoulder height.  I can easily slide onto a roof rack made for a sedan such as a 
Toyota Camry but would have trouble with loading onto most SUV models. Many SUV’s come with roof 
racks, but make sure you check the weight limit for your use.  Car racks can be purchased and fit most 
sedans.  Cars such as Prius do not have strong enough roofs to support a load as heavy as my canoe 
however, so check with a dealer selling your roof rack first to make sure it works for your car.   

The stability of your vehicle during transport is mostly accomplished by tying securely to your car rack 
however front and rear ties keep the canoe from bouncing or sliding forward with a quick stop. You 
should find a way to secure your front and back ties to the frame of the vehicle if you want it secure 
during a stop plus if you go over a lot of bumps while on gravel roads to a remote launch, remember to 
tighten your ties before you enter the highway.  It helps to fit your rope lengths to the job needed and 
to use rope that will not unravel. Bungee cord can help bouncing or sliding but should not be counted on 
for a secure tie to vehicle. Many cars have the ability to screw in an eye bolt to frames both front and 
back.  If you are shopping for a vehicle and want to car top investagate this feature.  Visit a cartop dealer 
for suggestions on how to best attach your vehicle.  They have lots of gadgets that can help both in 
loading and securing the craft and would love to sell you one.  Try some short drives, stops and turns 
once you have craft mounted.  Trouble shooting helps.  Don’t forget to have fun! 

 


